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Welcome 
to my journey!



printingworks



TRAVELLINGPOSTER
Inspired by the fact that there are many festivals all over the 
year in all the country, the poster use the koi lanterns and 
cherry flowersto represent a vibrant, fascinating destination 
with a lot of festivals all year around.
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BOOKCOVER
The notebook is a famous romantic novel 
by Nicholas Spark.
The cover demonstrates one of the most 
memorable moments of the story by 
the painting effect to create a romantic 
scene.



In order to make a unique and friendly book for kids, the fabric 
material & stitches effect is added in illustrator to create a 
friendly and soft feeling. 

CHILDRENBOOK



COFFEEPACKAGING
Packaging for a high brand coffee brand,
the Highland Cafe. 100% pure coffee, 
not mixed with any other ingredients,
from the best quality coffee beans 
in the highland areas picked and classified by 
farmers. The red soil of the highland supplies 
the rich natural nutrients to the coffee beans, 
to bring the purest natural tastes.



The  Mountain Blend is the 
medium taste for starting an 
energized morning.

The Wild Wind is the strongest 
taste, to awake all the human 
senses.

The Pure Spring is the lightest 
taste, the best choice for 
relaxing weekend mornings.

MOUNTAIN BLEND WILD WIND PURE SPRING



glaswoodworKs

Spectrum Mug Flyer Oktoberfest Glass Flyer



Retro Ceramic Mug Flyer Omni Colour Mug Flyer



logos



PERSonalarts



WEBDESIGNs



Da Vinci Flower Shop Website.
HTML, CSS, Bootstrap and Javascript.



Retro Vietnam Restaurant Website.
Wordpress Custom Template.



Passion de France Cake Store Website.
Wordpress Child Theme.



Thank you
780-680-9756

linhcadesign@gmail.com
www.linhcadesign.com

http://www.linhcadesign.com

